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1.1.. THE EVOLUTION OF LOW-MASS SINGLE STARS
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1.1.. Evolution of low-*ass single stars.

Thee following subsections are devoted to a study of the structural
propertiess of low-mass stars (section I.1.a), and their possible
relationn to the observed distribution of rotational velocities of these
starss (section I.1.b.).
Thee results obtained in section I.1.b indicate that the
-1/2 2
observationallyy derived relation v ~ t ' , which describes the
evolutionn of the rotational velocity v of main sequence stars of
spectrall type G as a function of time t (Skumanich, 1972), can also be
invokedd to explain the observed distribution of the rotational
velocitiess of subgiants.
Structurall Evolution

Basedd on their Internal structure, low-mass stars (M* * 0*7 M 0 2.33 M 0 ) can be divided into two categories, the separation occurring at
aa stellar mass of about 1.25 M0* Zero-age main sequence stars with mass
M** > 1.25 M 0 have a convective core during the core-hydrogen burning
phase,, which disappears when the core-hydrogen abundance X

drops below

aa value in the range between 0.05 to 0.1. As long as they evolve on the
mainn sequence, these stars do not have a significant outer convective
envelope.. However, during the subsequent evolution as a subgiant, an
extendedd convective envelope develops. Main sequence stars with mass
M** < 1.25 M 0 on the contrary have a rather extended outer convective
zonee and no convective core during their core hydrogen-burning evolution
phase. .
Forr a qualitative description of the evolution of stars in each
category,, we have chosen a 1.0 M 0 and 1.5 M 0 star, respectively, as
representativee examples.

Thee structural evolution of each star is presented in figures 1a
andd 1b, respectively. Regions labeled Hcc",,wsb" and "ce" represent
convectivee hydrogen burning cores, hydrogen burning shells and
convectivee envelopes, respectively.
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Figuress 1a,b: The evolution of the internal structure of a 1.0 M 0 (upper
left)) and 1,5 1L (upper right) single star, respectively. Regions
labeledd "cc", "sb" and "ce" represent convective hydrogen burning cores,
hydrogenn burning shells and convective envelopes, respectively.
Figuress 2a,b: The evolution of the stellar radius of a 1.0 M Q (lower
left)) and 1.5 M (lower right) single star, respectively. The radius of
thee 1.0 M -star continuously increases with time. Two phases of radiusdecreasee are observed in a 1.5 M -star: 1) at core hydrogen exhaustion
andd 2) when the burning shell crosses the hydrogen abundance
discontinuityy built up during core hydrogen burning.

Thee presence of a convective core during the main sequence phase of
thee 1.5 Mg-star causes the hydrogen abundance to decrease
uniformlyy

with time over a significant fraction of the star. In the

casee of a 1.5 MQ-star, hydrogen is completely mixed over the inner
0.088 M Q of the star. As a result, an almost discontinuous jump in the
hydrogenn abundance builds up at the boundary of the core during corehydrogenn burning, especially at the end of core hydrogen burning (see
fig.. 3b; also Iben 1967a). This is not the case in a 1.0 M0-star where
thee core hydrogen abundance increases gradually from the center of the
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Figuress 3a,b: Hydrogen abundance distribution in a 1.0 M 0 (left) and a
1.55 M Q (right) single star, respectively, at the end of core hydrogen
burning.. Due to convective mixing during core hydrogen burning in the
casee of a 1.5 M Q -star, the hydrogen abundance is constant throughout the
coree and increases relatively rapidly at the core-boundary. In a 1.0 M star,, the hydrogen abundance smoothly decreases from the outer regions
too the center of the star.

starr to the outer layers (figure 3a). At the end of core-hydrogen
burningg (Xc in the range 0.05-0.1), the energy generation in the central
regionss of the star becomes insufficient to compensate for the radiative
lossess at the stellar surface. Since, in a 1.5 M -star, hydrogen is
depletedd over a relatively extended region due to the interplay between
thee convective mixing and nuclear burning, a rapid contraction and
centrall heating are necessary to maintain hydrostatic equilibrium when
thee central nuclear energy source suddenly disappears. The overall
contractionn stops when hydrogen is ignited in a shell outside the helium
core.. A rapid overall contraction is not necessary in case of a 1.0 M star.. Here, the core hydrogen burning phase smoothly evolves into a
phasee of hydrogen burning in a thick shell. Hydrogen-shell burning then
providess sufficient energy to

maintain hydrostatic and thermal

equilibrium. .
Inn both types of stars, a thick hydrogen burning shell develops
afterr the exhaustion of hydrogen in the core. The boundaries of the
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hydrogenn burning shells in figures 1a and 1b are chosen at a fixed level
off energy generation,, so that the qualitative evolution of these shells
cann be followed. The extent of the shell decreases with time while the
energyy generation at the center of the shell increases. Simultaneously
thee outer convective envelope grows inwards. The formation of the thin
shelll source causes a strong redistribution of mass in the stellar
interior,, resulting in a strong increase of the constant of gyration k
(seee discussion below, fig. 4; and Rutten and Pylyser, 1988 (section
• •
I.1.b);; their figure 1 c ) . Although the star is expanding during this
2 2
phase,, it is mainly the increase in k which increases the stellar
22
2
momentt of inertia I (I-k .M.R ; Rutten and Pylyser, 1988; their fig.
1b).. This evolutionary phase corresponds with a rapid evolution from the
bluee (hot) to the red (cold) part of the Herzsprung-Russel diagram,
untill the base of the red giant branch is reached. After the hydrogenburningg shell has become thin, the subsequent evolution is characterized
byy the increasing mass of the helium core, a simultaneous decrease in
masss of the outer convection zone and a strong increase of the stellar
radius.. This time it is principally the strong increase of the stellar
radiuss which is responsible for the increase of the stellar moment of
inertiaa (Rutten and Pylyser, 1988; their figure 1c). The latter phase
correspondss to the rapid evolution upward along the giant branch in the
Herzsprung-Russelll diagram.

Thee evolution of the stellar radius (in logarithmic scale) of a 1.0
andd 1.5 MQ-star is depicted in figures 2a and 2b, respectively. Apart
fromm the first contraction phase at the end of the core-hydrogen burning
phasee of the 1.5 0-star, a second contraction phase is observed shortly
afterr the shell-narrowing phase. The latter phase occurs when the
hydrogen-burningg shell crosses the hydrogen abundance discontinuity
builtt up during convective core-hydrogen burning (compare figures 1b and
2b;; see also Kippenhahn et al., 1967 and Iben, 1967b).

Wee present figure 4 in order to visualise the motions of mass
duringg the shell-narrowing phase. It represents the internal massdistributionn in a 1.5 M 0 post-main sequence star in progressively more
evolvedd phases. Before the she 11-narrowing phase, the distribution
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Figuree 4: The mass-distribution in a 1.5 M 0 post-main sequence
starr in progressively more evolved phases, each curve
correspondingg to a different evolutionary phase. Before the
shell-narrowingg phase, the distribution changes only
marginally.. Subsequently, the radius r of a given mesh-point
withh mass-coordinate m significantly increases (decreases)
withh time if the mesh-point is situated above (below) the core
boundary.. Such an internal mass-redistribution strongly
increasess the constant of gyration k of the star (k.R being
thee stellar gyration radius) and is the cause of the initial
increasee of the stellar moment of inertia (fig. 1c in Rutten
andd Pylyser, 1988). After the shell-narrowing phase, the core
boundaryy evolves outwards, the extent of the outer convective
zonee decreases simultaneously and the star expands
significantly. .
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changess only marginally > Subsequently, the radius r r of a given meshpointt with mass-coordinate m r significantly increases (decreases) with
timee if the mesh-point is situated above (below) the

core boundary. The

resultingg increase of the gyration constant k (k.R being the stellar
gyrationn radius) can be so strong that even if the star is losing mass
andd decreasing in size, due to external processes (i.e* by mass loss in
aa binary system with decreasing orbital period), the moment of inertia I
(*kk22 .M.R 2) still increases (Pylyser, 1986; unpublished).
Afterr the shell-narrowing phase, the stellar radius increases. The
relativelyy rapid stellar expansion corresponds with the giant-phase of
thee star and induces the second phase of increase of the stellar moment
off inertia.
Low-masss stars evolving along the giant branch all have a
degeneratee helium core, surrounded by a thin hydrogen-burning shell.
Theirr degenerate helium core grows steadily in mass as hydrogen is
convertedd into helium in the shell.
Refsdall and Weigert (1970) showed that the radii and luminosities
off these giants are in good approximation uniquely determined by the
masss M

of their degenerate core.

Webbink et al* (1983) have presented

fittingg formulae describing the radius and luminosity evolution of
populationn I and II stars along the giant branch, as a function of Mc»
Theyy showed that such relations considerably simplify calculations and
discussionss of the evolution of binary systems in which a low-mass giant
iss filling its Roche-lobe and spilling mass towards its companion (see
alsoo Rappaport and Joss, 1983; Savonije, 1983, 1987; de Kool and van
Paradijs,, 1987).
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Summary.. For cool giants and subgiants the observed dependence changess in the moment of inertia and the stellar radius during
off rotational velocity and Ca « H and K line-core emission on stellarr evolution. These calculations of the rotational velocity
colorr B— V is interpreted in terms of changes in the moment of evolution,, together with an empirical dependence of the Ca n lineinertiaa by stellar evolution. Modeling of the rotational velocity coree emission on the stellar rotation rate, yield the predicted
duringg the evolution of cool giants with masses between 2.0 M0 evolutionn of the Ca n line-core emission. This predicted evolution
andd 3.0 MQ, by taking into account the change in the moment of off the Ca II emission is compared to the observed Ca n emission for
inertiaa and assuming rigid-body rotation and conservation of giantss as a function of B— V.
angularr momentum, describes the observed decrease of v sin / with
Middelkoopp and Zwaan (1981) and Zwaan (1981) found many
B—B— V. The computed evolution of the rotational velocity, together
activee single G-type giants in Wilson's (1976) sample of eye
withh the empirical relation between the Ca n line-core emission estimatess of the Ca n emission strength, whereas single K-type
andd the rotation rate, explain the observed drop in the Ca n line- giantss are relatively inactive. The measurements presently availcoree emission for giants at B— V~* 0.95.
ablee show in more detail that the Ca n line-core emission of single
Forr subgiants with masses of about 1.5 M0 the change in the giantss decreases at spectral type early K (Middelkoop, 1982b;
momentt of inertia by itself can not explain the observed v sin / Rutten,, 1984: Fig. 6b). Presumably this drop in the Ca u tine-core
distribution:: there are indications of loss of angular momentum, emissionn corresponds to a change in the rotation rate during
presumablyy by magnetic braking.
stellarr evolution.
Linskyy and Haisch (1979) suggest a division in the HertzKeyy words: stars: rotation of- stars: evolution of- stars: activity
sprung-Russelll (H-R) diagram around spectral type early K which
off - stars: later-type
separatess yellow giants with evidence for chromospheres and
transitionn regions from red giants with evidence for chromospheress only. A similar dividing line separates giants with and
withoutt coronae (Ayreset al., 1981; Haisch and Simon, 1982). The
I.. Introduction
dividingg line is apparently not valid for giants in synchronized
binaryy systems since these stars do show strong chromospheric.
Magneticc fields have been measured in cool stars with a convective transition-region,, and coronal radiative emissions (Zwaan. 1981;
envelopee (Marcy, 1984; Saar et al., 1986). These magnetic fields Schrijverr et al., 1984; Oranje, 1986). Zwaan (1986) suggests that
aree presumed to be instrumental in the non-radiative heating of thee Linsky-Haisch dividing line reflects the tow rotation rates of
thee outer atmosphere, which results in the formation of a chro- singlee red giants, which cause the chromosphere to radiate a low
mosphere,, transition region, and corona. Inspired by the solar butt detectable minimum emission level (Schrijver. 1987), and
examplee the radiative flux in the chromospheric Ca n H and K line whichh brings the transition-region emission down to barely
coress has been used as a measure of the mean magnetic activity. detectablee levels.
Otherr measures of magnetic activity are the radiative emissions
Rotationall velocities of single, late-type giants and subgiants
formedd in the transition region and in the corona.
tendd to decrease with decreasing effective temperature. The
Thee Ca ii line-core emission of dwarfs is related to the stellar
rotationn rate of a single star changes (i) by stellar evolution which
rotationn rate (Wilson, 1966; Kraft, 1967b; Skumanich, 1972;
changess the moment of inertia and perhaps the distribution of
Vaughann et al.. 1981; Middelkoop, 1982a; Catalano and Marilli,
angularr momentum within the star, and (ii) by the loss of angular
1983;; Noyes et ai., 1984; Rutten, 1986). A similar relationship is
momentumm by magnetic braking through a wind streaming out
obtainedd for giants (Rutten, 1987). Therefore, in order to
alongg magnetic field tines that are rooted in the star.
understandd the observed levels of Can tine-core emission of
Grayy (1982 b, 1983) determined v sin / values of cool giants and
evolvedd stars as a function of color B—Vwe first determine how
reportss
a sharp drop in v sin / from approximately 40 km s ~' to less
rotationall velocities of giants and subgiants depend on color. The
thann
lOkms"'
at spectral type G 5 III. A drop in v sin /also occurs
measuredd rotational velocity as a function of color is compared to
modell calculations of the rotational velocity as derived from forr subgiants (Gray and Nagar, 1985) and for dwarfs (Gray,
1982a)) at spectral type mid-F. In all these cases Gray and
coworkerss interpret the drop in vsini towards cooler stars as a
SendSend offprint requests to: R.G.M. Rutten
resultt of magnetic braking.
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Endall and Sofia (1979) find that loss of angular momentum is
nott required to account for the observed low rotation rates of the
K-typee giants in the Hyades since these are easily explained from
thee increase in the moment of inertia during evolution. In the
modell of Gray and Endal (1982). however, which treats convectivee regions as rigid bodies and neglects transport of angular
momentumm in radiative regions, either loss of angular momentum
orr violation of the assumption of rigid-body rotation in the
convectivee layers is needed to explain the rotation rates of the
Hyadess giants. Their model with an uniform specific angular
momentumm in convective regions is capable of generating the
requiredd low surface rotational velocities in the giant phase.
Thee calculated development of the rotational velocity depends
onn the initial rotational velocity on the zero-age main-sequence
(ZAMS).. The very large spread in the rotational velocities of Bandd A-type stars on the main-sequence (see Danziger and Faber.
1972)) is usually ignored, and some mean rotational velocity of
starss on the main sequence is adopted. The presently available
dataa on the rotation rates of evolved stars allows a statistical study
off the history of rotation during evolution off the main sequence,
hencee we take the spread of the rotational velocities into account
inn the evolutionary calculations.
Thiss paper is arranged as follows. In Sect. 2 the evolutionary
calculationss are presented. Observed rotational velocities and 01 1
thosee computed from changes in the moment of inertia are o o
comparedd in Sect. 3. The effect of magnetic braking is discussed in
Sect.. 4. Chromospheric Call H and K line-core emissions of
giants,, and the Linsky-Haisch dividing line are discussed in terms
off the rotational velocity evolution in Sect. 5 and 6.

B-V V

3.SS

3.5

logTef, ,

2.. The evolution of the moment of inertia
Evolutionaryy tracks for stars with masses of 0.7 MQ, 1.0 A/Q,
1.55 MQ. 2.0 MQ and 3.0 M0, and with the solar chemical compositionn X = 0.70 and Z = 0.02. are computed using the code
publishedd by Eggleton (1971, 1972). Starting at the ZAMS, thetrackss are computed up to the helium-core burning phase.
Thee bolometric luminosity L and the total moment of inertia /
aree plotted against the effective temperature Tdf in Fig. 1 a and b,
respectively.. The colors B—V indicated in Fig. 1 are computed
usingg tables relating 7"clf to B — V for giants from Böhm-Vitense
(1981)) and Flower (1977). The sequence of luminosity class III and
IVV is indicated in Fig. 1 a.
Duringg the giant phase the moment of inertia increases as a
resultt of an increasing stellar radius and a change in the internal
radiall distribution of mass. The dimensionless quantity k, which is
definedd by
I=kI=k22

MR2

(1) )

dependss on the radial mass distribution. Note that the gyration
radiuss K=kR. Figure 1 c plots the quantity k1 versus 7"cff for the
1.55 MQ, 2.0 MQ and 3.0W o tracks: k2 increases by roughly a
factorr 4. starting just before the steep ascend on the giant branch.
Thiss increase in k2 is caused by the rapid decrease in thickness of
thee hydrogen-burning shell which results in a major internal
redistributionn of mass.
Thee rotational velocity follows changes in the moment of
inertiaa and the stellar radius according to
v(t) v(t) *C)/-ftzAMS S
/(0//ZAMS S

*ZAMS S
22

kk (t)(t)

R-, R-,

R(t)

1 11

4.0

3.9

3.8

3.77

3. 6

3.5

0.15 5

aa io

0.05 5

Fig.. 1 a-c. Evolutionary tracks of stars of 0.7 MQ, 1.0 M0,1.5 MQ, 2.0 MQ and
3.00 M0. Plotted versus the effective temperature are a the relative bolometric
luminosityy LjLQ, b the moment of inertia /, and c the quantity k2 = VMR1. In a
thee loganthm of the evolutionary time in years is indicated on each track: dashed
(2) ) curvess indicate the sequences for luminosity class 111 and IV stars. Spectral types
andd colors B— V refer to luminosity class III stars
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whichh assumes complete radial exchange of angular momentum,
Thee sharp drop in rotational velocities at spectral type G5
andd hence rigid-body rotation, and conservation of total angular suggestedd by Gray (1982b) is not obvious from the data shown in
momentum.. The evolutionary timescale rt(() for the rotational Fig.. 2a. However, in the attempt to demonstrate his suggestion
velocityy is given by
Grayy ignored the large spread in i; sin / by plotting some mean
rotationall velocity at each interval in spectral type. Moreover.
j
l3) Grayy does not find a spread in rsin/ for stars with
0.99 < B— V < 1.2 because he classifies the relatively rapidly rotat[
wheree At is a small time step in the evolutionary track. The ingg stars (4 to 10kms" ) in this color interval as luminosity class
timescalee re is listed as a function of B— V in Table 3 for the II—III. .
Thee star HD 117555. or FKCom. indicated by the cross in
1.55 M0, 2.0 M0 and 3.0 M0 track.
Thee validity of the rigid-body approximation to compute Fig.. 2a, deviates from the trend. FK Com may be the product of a
surfacee rotational velocities has been investigated by Endal and coalescedd binary system, or may have a low-mass companion (see
Sofiaa (1979). The computed surface rotational velocities in their Boppp and Stencel, 1981; and Bianchi et al.. 1985).
Thee sequence of luminosity class III stars roughly covers the
modell for the evolution of a 5 M0 star, which assumes rigid-body
evolutionaryy
tracks of stars of 2.0 MQ to 3.0 M0 (see Fig. la). The
rotationn in convective layers and incorporates dynamical and
secularr mechanisms for the transport of angular momentum in evolutionn of the rotational velocity of these stars is computed from
regionss dominated by radiative energy transport (see Endal and Eq.. (2), using the moment of inertia and the stellar radius as a
Sofia,, 1978), differs little from the rotational velocity if rigid-body functionn of time from the evolutionary models.
Thee full curves in Fig. 2a indicate the evolution of the
rotationn is assumed throughout. Observational support for the
rotationall
rigid-bodyrigid-body approximation is given by Alschuler (1975) who
found velocity computed from tracks for stars of 2.0 Mz and
the adopted mean values
thatt measured rotational velocities of giants at spectral type F 5 3.00 MQ, smstarting on the ZAMS with
l
aree compatible with rotational velocities computed according to <"zAMs ')) of 130 and 150 kms" , respectively (<rZAMS> taken
Eq.. (2). For the present purpose the assumption of rigid-body fromm Schmidt-Kaler, 1982, statistically corrected for
<sinn /'>=7r/4). The dotted and dash-dotted curves show the
rotationn seems acceptable.
evolutionn starting with a rotational velocity of 1/3 and 1.5 times
thee adopted mean value for the 2.0 MQ star, respectively. The
curvess cover the observed spread in tsin/ for F-type giants, and
appearr tofitthe color dependence of the measured v sin / values for
3.. Observed and computed rotational velocities
luminosityy class III stars. Even the slowest rotators among the
Projectedd equatorial rotational velocities rsin / measured of single giantss at B— V ~~ 0.9 are readily explained from the increase of the
starss of luminosity class III and IV are listed in Table 1 a and b, momentt of inertia during the evolution, conservation of angular
respectively.. Members of close binary systems with orbital periods momentum,, and a realistic rotational velocity (i ZAMS
l
lesss than 300 days are excluded because tidal interaction may sin/~30kms~ )) for a slowly rotating main-sequence star.
Thee initial decrease of the rotational velocity rsin/. in the
transferr orbital angular momentum to spin momentum, thereby
interferingg with the evolution of the rotation of the stellar rangee of early G-type giants, is largely caused by the increase of A:2
component.. Stars whose B— V color may be contaminated by a (seee Fig. 1 c and Eq. 2), which reflects an internal redistribution of
visiblee companion" are also excluded. Members of long-period mass.. During the ascend on the steep giant branch the increase in
spectroscopicc binaries are indicated by SB in Table 1, together thee stellar radius is responsible for the persistent decrease in r sin /
forr late G- and early K-type stars. Hence, for giants the
withh the orbital period.
Upperr limits to rsin/ determinations are not included in dependencee of vsini on B— V is readily accounted for by the
Tablee 1. Some of the rotational velocities taken from catalogue changess in the moment of inertia and in the stellar radius during
listingss are unreliable, however, since the rotational line broaden- evolution.. Loss of anguiar momentum need not be invoked to
ingg is close to the spectral resolution of the original instrument: explainn the low rotational velocities of K-type giants.
Inn Fig. 2b the rotational velocity rsin / is plotted versus B~ V
thesee unreliable values are marked by open symbols in Fig. 2.
Inn Fig. 2a vsini is plotted versus B—V for the giants forr the subgiants in Table 1 b. The time-dependent rotational
(luminosityy class III) listed in Table 1 a. The rotational velocity velocityy is computed from Eq. (2) for a 1.5 MQ star (corresponding
tendss to decrease from F- to K-type giants. For the F-type giants too F- and G-type stars of luminosity class IV), one again, under the
thee usinZ values are found to scatter over a large range from assumptionn of conservation of angular momentum and starting
100 k m s - 1 to 150kms~ l . To stress this large range in rotational onn the ZAMS with a rotational velocity of 1.5. 1.0 and 1/3 times
velocitiess we include upper limits to vsmi in Fig. 2 a for single thee typical main-sequence rotational velocity of a 1.5 MQ star
giantss with B— K<0.8, taken from the Bright Star Catalogue (^ZAMSS s m ' > = 100kms" 1 . The resulting curves in Fig. 2b indicatee that for B— V> 0.45 the computed rotation rates are much
(Hoffleitt and Jaschek, 1982).
Alsoo in the color range 0.9 < B— V < 1.2 there appears to be an largerr than the observed rotation rates. Hence, as already
appreciablee range in rotational velocities, although most stars conjecturedd by Gray and Nagar (1985). a substantial loss of
clusterr between i?sin/=2 and 4kms~ l . Five stars in this color angularr momentum is required to explain the drop in the observed
rangee have a reliable f sin / clearly above 4 kms"'. To check the i'sin// values for subgiants near B— ^~ 0.45.
luminosityy classification of these stars we determine the absolute
magnitudee from the parallax (see Table 2): the absolute magnitudess confirm the class III identification, except for HD 3712 which 4.. Magnetic braking
hass an absolute magnitude corresponding to luminosity class
II—IIII or II. Hence, the rotational velocities of single, late-G Magneticc braking of stellar rotation may be efficient, provided
andd early K-type giants of luminosity class III range from a few thatt magnetic fields and stellar winds are present in the outer
kms" 11 to lOkms" 1 .
atmospheres.. The relation between the Can H and K line-core
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Fig.. 2a and b. Projected equatorial rotational velocities v sin / versus color B— Kfor single stars ofluminosity classes III (a) and IV (b) listed in Table 1. Open symbols
referr to unreliable f sin i values and arrows stand for upper limits to v sin i. Spectral types are approximately indicated. Full curves indicate the calculated evolution of
i'(sin;)) for 2.0/V/Q and 3.0 A/3 stars (a) and for 1.5 A/Q stars (b). assuming conservation of angular momentum, derived from the changing moment of inertia during
evolutionn [Eq. (2)] and using <I'ZAMS>- The dotted and dash-dotted curves are the tracks starting on the ZAMS at 1/3 and 1.5 times <uZAMS>, respectively, for 2 M0
starss in a and 1.5 M0 in b. The dashed curves show the effect of incorporating magnetic braking in the evolution starting with <.vZAMS). For a 3 MQ star this dashed
curvee is indistinguishable from the full curve in a. The cross in a indicates HD 117555 (FKCom)

Tablee 2. Absolute magnitude from trigonometric parallax of some late G- and early K-type
giants s
HD D

B-V B-V

vv sin /
(kms~') )

Ref. .

Spectral l
type e

Parallax x
(arcsec) )

Ref. .

0.016 6
0.0099 + 0.005
0.017 7
0.021+0.005 5
0.016 6
0.0155 + 0.005
0.011 1
0.0200 + 0.006
0.0377
6

cc
dd
cc
dd
cc
dd
cc
dd
dd

3712 2

1.17 7

4.9 9

aa

KOIIIa a

74739 9

1.01 1

7.5 5

aa

G7.5IIIa a

112989 9

1.17 7

10.4 4

bb

G9III I

185958 8

1.05 5

8.9 9

aa

G8IIIa a

215665 5

1.07 7

6.0 0

aa

G8IIIa a

My My

-1.7 7
-3.0 0
0.2 2
0.6 6
0.9 9
0.8 8
-0.4 4
0.9 9
1.8 8

References:References: a) Gray and Toner (1986); b) Smith and Dominy (1979); c) Hoffleit and Jaschek
(1982);; d) Jenkins (1952)

emissionn and the rotation period (Rutten. 1986. 1987) is interpretedd as the result of stellar magneticfieldsgenerated by dynamo
action.. Since this relation between chromospheric activity and
rotationn rate exists for main-sequence stars later than spectral type
F33 (B— K~0.4) and for evolved stars later than spectral type late
F(5—— K~0.5 to 0.6), we assume that during the evolution of
2.00 M0 and 3.0 MQ stars magnetic braking sets in at B— V = 0.55.
Rutten'ss analysis does not provide this activity boundary for

subgiants.. The drop in the rotational velocity in Fig. 2b at
B—B— K~0.45 may indicate the onset of magnetic braking for
subgiants,, and hence the onset of magnetic activity.
Inn order to estimate the relative importance of magnetic
brakingg on the development of the rotational velocity, the typical
timescalee for magnetic braking TB is compared to the timescale for
evolutionaryy changes in the rotational velocity r t (Eq. 3). An
empiricall rule for magnetic braking in G-type dwarfs has been

30 0

Tablee 3. Comparison between the timescale for magnetic braking inn the explanation of the observed rotational rates, which is
TBB and the timescale for evolutionary changes in the rotational consistentt with the finding in Sect. 3.
velocityy re for 2.0 V/Q and 3.0 M0 giants (a) and subgiants of
Forr the 1.5 MQ star r 8 is much smaller than re during the
1.5A/Q(b) )
subgiantt evolution at B- f ~ 0.45 (see Table 3 b). Therefore, a
1.51.5 \fQ subgiant is spun down soon after magnetic fields are
B-B- V
Spectral
generated,, which explains the discrepancy between observed
r,(yr)
)
type e
(kms - 1 ) ) (yr) )
rotationall velocities and the velocities computed assuming con2.00 M0 3.00 MQ servationn of angular momentum (Sect. 3).
Notee that this comparison of timescales is carried out for the
rotationall velocities vt listed in Table 3. For more rapidly rotating
a)a) Giants
starss rB is smaller and consequently magnetic braking becomes
0.66
GO
90 0
44 106
11 107 11 106
6
moree important.
0.77
Gl
60 0
99 10
88 106 11 106
Wee estimate the effect of magnetic braking on the evolution of
0.88
G3
25 5
55 107
77 106 55 103
thee rotational velocity by computing the change in the rotational
0.99
G6
10 0
33 10a
33 107 11 106
velocityy A v during a small time step A t from Eq. (5), and adding A v
1.00
K0
55
11 109
55 107 55 106
too the change in the rotational velocity caused by stellar evolution.
1.11
Kl
44 107
-55
——
- 11 109
Thee dashed curves in Fig. 2a and b show the resulting evolution of
1.22
K2
-55
——
- 11 109
22 107
thee rotational velocity for a 1.5 MG and 2.0 M0 star. The dashed
1.33
K3
-55
- 11 109
11 107 -curvee in Fig. 2a shows that magnetic braking has only minor
influencee on the evolution of the rotational velocities of luminosb)b) Subgiants
ityy class III giants. The dashed curve in Fig. 2 b for subgiants
6
8
0.455
F6
110 0
33 10
66 10
approximatess
the drop in the relation between the measured v sin i
0.55
F7
25 5
55 107
33 108
andd B~ V reasonably well, which suggests that the timescale for
8
7
0.66
GO
10 0
33 tO
88 10
magneticc braking derived from the Skumanich rule [Eq. (4)] is also
0.77
G2
55
11 109
44 107
aa
reasonable estimate for subgiants.
0.88
G5
-55
- 11 109
55 107
8
0.99
K0
-55
- 11 10*
22 10
1.00
K2
-55
- 11 109
11 108
5.. Chromospheric activity
Thee Ca n H and K line-core flux densities at the stellar surface in
suggestedd by Skumanich (1972, see also Smith, 1979), who finds 1.099 A FWHM passbands have been measured using the
thatt the equatorial rotational velocity in k m s - 1 decreases with Mt.. Wilson Can H and K photometer (Vaughan et al„ 1978; for
conversionn to absolute fluxes, see Rutten. 1984). Subtraction of
timee / in units of 109yr as:
thee empirical minimum flux level from the total line-core flux
-1/2 2
v{t)~4t v{t)~4t
(4) ) densityy corrects for radiation that is not related to magnetic
activityy (Rutten. 1986; Schrijver, 1983,1987). The result is the linewhichh yields an estimate for the timescale of magnetic braking: coree excess flux density ^F C a l I .
Thee Ca H excess flux density AFCAII is plotted versus B- V for
T B s j ü / ü || = 32/y 2
(5)
6077 singlefieldstars of luminosity class III in Fig. 3. The hatching
Itt is not clear whether this braking timescale which is derived for indicatess the range of AFCin values which are quite uncertain
G-typee dwarfs is valid for very young or very old main-sequence becausee of the finite accuracy of the empirical minimum flux
stars,, or for giants. Moreover, theoretical model for magnetic densityy AFCia (see Rutten, 1987). In the color range
brakingg indicate several parameters (e.g. the photospheric magnetic 0.99 < 5— V< 1.1 the Can excess flux density decreases rapidly
fieldd strength and geometry, mass loss rate, and coronal tempera- withh increasing B—V.
ture)) determining the braking action, but these parameters are
Thee curves in Fig. 3 represent tracks for the evolution of A FCill
nott represented by Eq. (4) (for a comparison of magnetic braking forr a 2.0 MQ and 3.0 MQ star. These curves are derived from the
theoriess see Vilhu and Moss, 1986). Hence probably the braking computedd evolution of the rotational velocity that are indicated by
timescalee is different for different types of stars. We try Eq. (5) as a thee full curves in Fig. 2a. These computed rotational velocities are
roughh estimate for all cool stars simply because there is no convertedd to the rotation period P, and then translated into the
alternativee expression.
Cann excess flux density AFCaa, using Rutten's (1987) empirical
Forr several points along the evolutionary tracks for 1.5 MQ, relationss between AFCia and P. The dependence of JF CaI! on P is
2.00 M0 and 3.0 M0 stars xt is computed from Eq. (3), and TB from specifiedd by Rutten for different color intervals and appears to be
Eq.. (5) using typical rotational velocities of giants and subgiants validd for dwarfs and most of the giants with B- ^£0.6. The
estimatedd from the data in Fig. 2a and b, respectively. The resultingg dependence of AFCia onB-V fits the bulk of the data
timescaless TB and re are compared for giants and subgiants in remarkablyy well, especially around B- V= 1.0. Hence, the drop
Tablee 3 a and b, respectively. During the entire evolution of a inn the Ca n H and K line-core emission of giants at B~ V £ 0.95 is
3.00 M0 star the timescale for magnetic braking is larger than the readilyy explained by the decrease in the stellar rotation rate caused
evolutionaryy timescale. For the 2.0 AfQ star only around byy the increase in the moment of inertia during stellar evolution.
B—B— ^ = 0 . 6 is the magnetic braking timescale smaller than the Thee computed curves in Fig. 3 are located slightly above the
evolutionaryy timescale. Therefore, the effect of magnetic braking observedd values of AFCi„ for 0.5 < B- V < 0.9, indicating that the
onn the rotational velocity of single giants is probably small. These computedd rotation rates are somewhat larger than the actual
estimatess suggest that for giants of luminosity class III loss of rotationn rates. This deviation may indicate a departure from the
angularr momentum by magnetic braking is of minor importance assumedd rigid-body rotation: if the magnetic torque only brakes
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7.0 0

<u <u

N N6.0 0
ra ra

u_ u u
O) )

oo
5.0 0

Fig.. 3. Can H and IC line-core excess flux density Jf C j l l
versuss color B— V for 607 single stars of luminosity class III.
Curvess indicate AFQIU derived from the calculated rotational
velocityy evolution for a 2.0 .W3 and 3.0 M@ star (full curves
inn Fig. 2a), converted to the rotation period P. and folded
withh the Jfcan ~ P relation. Full curves refer to
conservationn of angular momentum, and the dashed curve
incorporatess magnetic braking for the 2.0 .V/c track. In the
hatchedd part of the diagram -óf^u values are very uncertain

4.0 0

thee rotation of the convection zone where the magneticfieldsare
rooted,, the surface rotational velocity will decrease more rapidly
thann in the case of rigid-body rotation throughout the star.
Presumably,, the departure between the curves and the data points
forr the coolest giants (B — V> 1.2) is caused by the uncertainty in
thee relation between AFCin and the rotation period P for these
starss of very low activity levels (see Rutten, 1987).
Thee Ca n emission data of subgiants are too scarce to allow a
similarr analysis for stars of 1.5 solar masses.
6.. Discussion
Thee projected equatorial rotational velocities t'sin i of cool, single
giantss of luminosity class III decline towards cooler stars
(Fig.. 2 a). In Sect. 3 it is shown that this color dependence of r sin/
iss readily explained by the evolutionary change of the moment of
inertia,, assuming rigid-body rotation and conservation of angular
momentum,, and taking a large spread in initial ZAMS rotational
velocitiess into account. Magnetic braking is found to be of minor
importancee for the rotational velocity history of single giants with
typicall rotation rates. We refute Gray's (1982b) suggestion that
theree is a sharp drop in the rotational velocity of giants at spectral
typee G 5, which would be caused by a sudden turn-on of magnetic
braking.. Gray (1983) associated the drop in v sin i with a decrease
inn the level of X-ray emission at approximately the same spectral
typee G5. However, the high X-ray emission from giants earlier
thann G5 indicates appreciable magnetic activity. Hence, if
magneticc braking would be important, as proposed by Gray, there
iss no reason to expect a sudden onset at G5 III but rather at some
earlierr spectral type where magnetic activity starts. Moreover, the
steepp drop in t; sin i suggested by Gray would imply an extremely
shortt braking timescale. less than the time it takes a star to evolve
fromm spectral type G4 to G6 (106 to 107 yr), which seems too short
forr these stars of moderately rapid rotation.
Forr subgiants appreciable loss of angular momentum, presumablyy by magnetic braking, is needed to explain the observed
rotationall velocities as a function of color, which is in agreement

withh the explanation by Gray and Nagar (1985). Figure 2b
suggestss that the timescale for magnetic braking suggested by
Skumanichh (1972) for G-type dwarfs is a fair approximation in the
casee of subgiants.
Inn Sect. 5 it is shown that the drop in the Ca II H and K linecoree excess flux density AFCdlt for single giants around
B—B— V~ 0.95 can be explained by the decreasing rotation rate
causedd by the increasing moment of inertia during stellar evolutionn (see Fig. 3). The dividing line in the color-magnitude
diagramm at V-R^.^.% (B- V~ 1.05) proposed by Linsky and
Haischh (1979) which separates yellow giants that show chromospheric.. transition-region line, and coronal soft X-ray emission,
fromm red giants with chromospheric emission only (see also Ayres
ett al., 1981; Haisch and Simon. 1982) coincides with the drop in
AA FClll (see Fig. 3). The drop in A /^„corresponds to similar drops
inn the transition-region and coronal radiative emission. This
concurrencee is the result of the fact that all the (excess) flux
densitiess originating in the outer atmosphere are connected by the
samee tight relations for stars on either sides of the dividing line
(Oranjeetal... 1982; Oranje, 1986; Schrijver. 1987). The extremely
slowlyy rotating red giants emit a minimum chromospheric flux
thatt is well measurable, but the corresponding minimum
transition-regionn and coronal emission are very low and more
difficultt to detect (see Rutten et al., 1988). Hence, we propose that
thee Linsky-Haisch dividing line results from the sharp decrease in
thee rotation rate of single stars during evolution, and from the
contrastt in the minimum flux level between the chromospheric and
transition-regionn lines.
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